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Summary. The influence of physical exercise together with a carbohydrate 
reduced diet on ethanol elimination has been examined in eight healthy 
subjects. 

Three alcohol load-tests took place 10 h after the last meal. The alcohol 
dose amounted to 0.66 g/kg body weight. Two of the tests were followed by 
cycle ergometer exercise at 50% of the maximum individual oxygen uptake. 
This exercise began 120 min after alcohol ingestion and lasted 90 rain. 
Between these two work tests there was an interval of 3 days. During these 
3 days the subjects received carbohydrate reduced diet. The determination 
of alcohol took place every half-hour; serum glucose, triglycerides, glycerol 
and free fatty acids were measured before and after physical exercise. 
The essential findings were: 
1. Ethanol elimination increased by about 43% with normal food, and by 
25% with a carbohydrate reduced diet during physical exercise. This finding 
has no pathological significance. 
2. The combination of alcohol, carbohydrate deficiency and physical exercise 
induced an enhanced mobilization and oxidation of fat. Some subjects 
developed hypoglycemic serum glucose levels. 
3. The muscles are not able to utilize ethanol directly or indirectly. The 
increased ethanol elimination seen in physical activity is probably due to 
enhanced enzyme activity in the liver induced by a rise in body temperature. 
Additionally a certain loss of alcohol through perspiration and exhalation is 
possible. 
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Fig. 1. Mean values of blood alcohol in rest, exercise with normal food diet (exercise) and exercise 
after carbohydrate reduced diet (exercise + diet) 

Various experiments to enhance the elimination of blood alcohol have been 
performed during the last decades. Studies with drugs and physical exercise are a 
part of these investigations. Some results show an accelerated ethanol 
elimination [4, 5], others produced no change [9, 12]. It is an interesting fact that 
children with glycogenosis type I (glucose-6-phosphate deficiency) and low 
serum glucose levels show a high elimination rate of ethyl alcohol [19]. 

The following points were of special interest in our investigation: what is the 
influence of physical exercise on alcohol elimination provided the exercise is of a 
long and intensive enough duration? Is it possible in regard to alcohol reduction 
to simulate glucogenosis type I? Of what influence are physical exercise, alcohol 
and carbohydrate deficiency? 

Methods 

Eight healthy sports students took part in these experiments. Their particulars were: age 24 + 1.7 
years, height 178 + 4.7 cm, weight 72.7 + 4.3 kg. VO2 max 55.3 + 4.3 (ml/min/kg). Their endurance 
conditions differed. Three times each student had to consume a drink containing 40% alcohol. The 
experiment started in the morning at least 10 h after the last meal. Each time the alcohol dose 
amounted to 0.66 g/kg body weight. 

"Test I" was an examination during rest, "Test II" and "Test III" were experiments with 
physical exercise. "Test III" always took place 3 days after "Test II". During these 3 days the 
students received a low carbohydrate diet. 

We use a cycle ergometer for the working experiments. The work load amounted to 50% of the 
individual maximum oxygen uptake. Exercise began 120 rain after a drink had been taken and lasted 
90 min. 
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Fig. 2. Rate of alcohol 
elimination per hour 
during rest and exercise 
in rest, exercise with 
normal food diet (exercise) 
and exercise after 
carbohydrate reduced diet 
(exercise + diet) 
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Fig. 3. Mean blood glucose values 
and statistical analysis in rest (1), 
exercise with normal food diet (2) 
and exercise after carbohydrate 
reduced diet (3) 
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Beginning 60 min after a drink, alcohol concentration was measured in venous blood at 30-min 
intervals. Serum glucose, triglycerides, glycerol and free fatty acids were measured after 60, 120,210, 
and 270 min. Ethanol and free fatty acids were determined by gaschromatography; serum glucose, 
triglycerides and glycerol by special test combinations (Boehringer GmbH, Mannheim, FRG). 

Results 

1. In contrast to the period of rest (Test I) there was an enhanced ethanol 
elimination during physical exercise in Test II (p < 0.001) and Test III (p < 
0.01). A comparison of the alcohol elimination results showed that a 
carbohydrate reduced diet produced slightly lower values than a normal diet. 
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Fig. 4. Mean triglyceride values and statistical analysis in rest (1), exercise with normal food diet (2) 
and exercise after carbohydrate reduced diet (3) 
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During the period after the physical exercise tests faster alcohol elimination than 
during Test I was observed (Fig. 1). 

It was also shown that the physical exercise induced an enhanced ethanol 
elimination greater than the one found during the period after physical exercise 
(p < 0.01). The slower elimination during the period 210-270 min in the resting 
experiment was not significant (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 6. Mean values of free fatty acids (all differences p > 0.05) in rest (1), exercise with normal food 
diet (2) and exercise after carbohydrate reduced diet (3) 

2. In contrast to the other two experiments, serum glucose decreased when a 
carbohydrate reduced diet had been given. Due to the large standard deviation 
the differences remained insignificant (Fig. 3). 
3. After physical exercise in Test III lower values of serum triglycerides were 
observed than in Test II (Fig. 4). 
4. During rest the serum glycerol values remained constant. However, during 
physical exercise, we discovered a significant increase. The additional distinctive 
increase in Test III was very high (Fig. 5). 
5. Due to the large standard deviation, no significant difference could be found 
in free fatty acids. During rest and Test II free fatty acids tended to decrease, 
whereas in Test III there was a tendency to rise (Fig. 6). 

Discussion 

Physical exercise of sufficient duration and intensity enhances elimination of 
blood alcohol [4, 5]. A carbohydrate reduced diet had no additional effect. The 
reason that some authors have not found changes in ethanol elimination is 
probably due to physical exercise lacking enough intensity or duration. The 
elimination rates of our subjects were within the range of published values [16]. 
In addition, the increased elimination rates during physical exercise were in the 
highest range of values contained in available literature and therefore no 
pathological effect could be found. The enhanced ethanol elimination leads to 
several hypotheses: 
1. Physical exercise accelerates alcohol oxidation in the muscles directly or 
indirectly. 
2. Physical work increases body temperature [18]. This increased body 
temperature increases metabolic rate as well as an increased oxidation of 
alcohol. 
3. In addition alcohol is eliminated through the skin and by exhalation. 
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The hypotheses are discussed in the following section. 
It is known that fructose ingestion increases alcohol reduction [16]. Fructose 

leads to an increased reoxidation of cytoplasmatic NADH2, which seems to be a 
limiting factor for ethanol oxidation [16]. This statement is proved by the 
atypical alcohol dehydrogenase, with five-fold higher activity in vitro and nearly 
normal alcohol elimination rates in vivo [17]. 

An accelerated ethanol oxidation is also found in people accustomed to 
alcohol [10]. A "microsomal ethanol oxidizing system" is oxidizing ehtanol in 
addition to ADH. Such an adaptation needs higher doses of alcohol over several 
weeks. Our subjects were not accustomed to alcohol. Moreover half of them 
passed Test I after the working tests. 

Very high ethanol elimination rates have been described by Zuppinger et al. 
[19] in patients with glycogenosis type I (glucose-6-phosphatase deficiency). This 
enzyme deficiency causes a disturbance of carbohydrate metabolism. The liver is 
not capable of delivering glucose to the blood. We tried to simulate this 
disturbance of carbohydrate metabolism. Muscular activity [6] and alcohol [16] 
induced a glycogen depletion in muscles and liver. The carbohydrate-reduced 
diet kept glycogen stores at a low level. During prolonged physical exercise, 
oxidation of free fatty acids usually increases with sinking glycogen reserves [8]. 
But on the other hand some authors discovered that fl-oxidation of free fatty 
acids is reduced by alcohol, at least in the liver [16]. If alcohol is inhibiting 
oxidation of free fatty acids in the muscles as well, there would be the theoretical 
possibility that acetate originating from ethanol could be used as fuel for 
muscular work and could produce an enhanced elimination. A direct oxidation 
of ethanol by the muscles has not been demonstrated [16]. Since the metabolism 
responds to carbohydrate reduction with increased fat mobilization both in the 
presence and absence of alcohol, a major indirect utilization of ethyl alcohol by 
the muscles appears to be excluded. 

Results from physical exercise coupled with a carbohydrate reduced diet 
showed that ethanol elimination was slightly decreased as against the results of 
exercise together with a normal diet. A number of authors found similar results 
at rest [16]. 

There is a possibility that increased body temperature induced by physical 
exercise provokes an enhanced ethanol oxidation by increased enzyme activity in 
the liver. Nevertheless, liver blood flow is reduced during the most intensive 
work loads. Moreover, further alcohol could be eliminated by additional loss 
through perspiration or exhalation. A significant loss of ethanol in the urine can 
be excluded. 

The small reduction in serum glucose level at rest and in Test II can be 
induced by alcohol alone [16] or by prolonged physical exercise with or without 
the influence of ethanol [2]. Mostly constant glucose levels exist in endurance 
trained athletes during physical exercise lasting for several hours [3]. A falling 
serum glucose is a sign of reduced reserves of liver glycogen. In three not 
endurance-trained subjects we found values below 30 mg/100 ml. Also, without 
advanced glycogen exhaustion, prolonged physical exercise in combination with 
alcohol may produce hypoglycemia [7]. Alcohol reduces glucose mobilization of 
the liver during physical exercise [7]. The role of alcohol seems to be 
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predominant, since similar work tests with carbohydrate reduced diets alone did 
not provoke hypoglycemia [15], even though after exhaustive prolonged exercise 
and carbohydrate restriction extremely low glucose values are possible [1]. 

Results on triglycerides are contradictory. This concerns the influence of 
alcohol [16] as well as of physical activity. In contradiction to findings of 
decreased neutral fats during exercise [15] there are reports of unchanged 
triglyceride levels [8]. Neutral fat values during rest are reduced by low 
carbohydrate diets [14]. During exercise, falling or rising triglyceride levels are 
possible [15]. 

Fat oxidation can be assessed by serum glycerol and free fatty acids. Intensity 
and duration of exercise, state of training and - due to their short stability - 
blood tests show very different reactions of the free fatty acids when they are 
made at different time intervals [8]. On the other hand, the glycerol level rises 
during prolonged exercise [8] and is a good indicator of metabolized 
triglycerides. The development of glycerol proves that the metabolism is able to 
increase fat mobilization at times of extreme carbohydrate deficiency despite 
ethanol influence. This mechanism does not perform so well in non 
endurance-trained athletes, and so low serum glucose levels are possible. 
Endurance training induces an enhanced fat mobilization [11] and glucose saving 
[13]. This is the reason why we did not discover any glucose reduction in our well 
trained subjects, and no correlation between glucose- and glycerol levels was 
found. 

Thus we can summarize our conclusions as follows: Prolonged physical 
exercise produces an enhanced ethanol elimination if the intensity and duration 
of exercise are sufficient. But this finding has hardly any pathological meaning. 
Prior to the tests almost no influence of diet could be found. The reasons for the 
enhanced elimination of blood alcohol are probably to be found in the elevated 
body temperature caused by physical exercise and in a supplementary loss of 
alcohol by perspiration and exhalation. The muscles are not able to utilize 
ethanol either directly or indirectly. Even after alcohol consumption, fat 
mobilization and oxidation increase during physical exercise and glycogen 
deficiency. Fat metabolism can be activated sufficiently only in well trained 
endurance athletes. In non-trained subjects physical exercise together with low 
glycogen stores can provoke hypoglycemia. 
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